STREET DOGE
LOYALTY. DEDICATION.TRANSPERENCY.

THE INCEPTION
Following in the footsteps of Doge coin, we saw the rise of the breed doge coins.
Everything from Pugs and Retrievers to Huskies and Bichon Frises have become
coins of their own.
Most of these are just another expensive breed, for the rich and sophisticated. The
one breed that got left behind is the OG underdoge, the street doge.
Though street doges are the most resilient and dominant breed in the world, people
run behind their expensive breeds, leaving behind the most loving and loyal breed
there is.

THE STREET DOGE IS BORN.

WE ARE STREET DOGES
THE BEST BREED EVER.
The street doge represents each and
every one of us, struggling to succeed,
viewing each day as a battle to survive
but standing up for each other in the
pack so everyone makes it.

Life in the street
is difficult so
loyalty is
important, so is
the drive to win.

THE ORIGIN STORY
When we started ideating about the project, one of the immediate conclusions
we came to was that for this project to succeed, we need the most tight-knit
community where everyone has the same amount of passion for what we stand
for.
This also means that we wanted the community to be involved in all of our
decisions, so it is everyone's project, not just ours.
As you know the crypto space is extremely volatile and we don't know how
things will play out, but from the perspective of fairness, we never wanted to
brand ourselves as a Charity coin because if we are a Meme coin the only way to
go from there is up ;)

THE SECRET MISSION
We want to experiment on going into the real world and
creating tangible changes in society, using a meme coin.
We not only want to do charity but we want to incentivize
people to dedicate their time to making the world a better
place. This is something we resonate with and will carry
forward to most ideas we have.
Tying into the above concept we plan to run contests,
giving away cash/ airdrops to people who spend their
time at shelters, donate resources or help animals in
need, and spread the word on social media. Who wins will
be decided by the community.
This kind of campaign is self-perpetuating and keeps
itself going because of design.

MAKING THIS WORK
Tying into the previous concept we plan to run a contest giving away cash/
airdrops to people who spend their time at shelters, donate resources or help
animals in need and spread the word in social media.
The donations and give-aways will be decided by the community. This kind of
campaign is self perpetuating and keeps itself going because of design.
We will also free up funds from the team wallet to directly donate to animals
around that world that needs funds. This will also be selected from various
cases as screened by the community.

THE FUNDS

As you can imagine, everything we’ve stated
above requires lots of resources, and because
we don't have preallocated tokens, this comes
from the 4% tax which means that we as a
team need to ensure that the growth keeps
going.
We will at first spend considerable resources
on marketing and getting the word across.
The community will have to step up and make
this happen as well.

THE STREET DOGE ARMY
Once we started working on the project we wanted to have custom
characters for our team based on their personality, which we then extended
to our early supporters. What started as a community building effort to give
back to our early supporters has now grown into a much larger idea.
We plan to create Street Doge army NFTs, our very own NFT market place
and collectibles. We will use a percentage of the proceeds directly to help
out the causes decided on by the community. We will also create NFTs of
these causes and animals we help to ensure that this keeps growing.
What we are creating is more than just a meme coin. This is a movement.

THE STREET DOGE ARMY
At Street Doge we make sure loyalty is rewarded, we plan to give our top 25
holders who hold for more than a month, their own custom NFTs. No Lock-In
Taxes. No Sell Limits. If you chose to stay you will be rewarded.

COME JOIN OUR
PACK. WOOF.
WWW.STREETDOGE.NET
WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/STREETDOGEBSC
WWW.TWITTER.COM/STREETDOGEBSC
WWW.T.ME/STREETDOGEBSC

